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Sentry 300 SG will pay for itself faster
than any other system you can buy
Thirty years of experience in measurement and control systems
for the paper industry combined with a reputation for technical
excellence make Sentrol the fastest growing supplier in the
industry.

Continuing technological leadership
Sentrol continues to provide technological leadership in paper
machine control system and sensor design. Sentrol's systems
give you hardware and software architectures that are modular
and distributed; an operator interface that is functional and easy
to use; and system diagnostic and maintenance innovations
designed to minimize your maintenance costs. With Sentrol's
systems pulp and paper manufacturers continue to get fine
quality paper as well as increased saleable production, with
savings in raw materials and energy. They also have the informa-
tion and tools needed for managing a better process.

Profits through innovation
Sentry 300 SG is a paper machine measurement and control
system ahead of its time. Not only does it offer new technical
innovations but it is also compatible with mill-wide Management
Information and control systems as well as video-based instru-
mentation systems. Sentry 300 SG will pay for itself faster now
while making an investment in your future.

Sentry is truly distributed
Sentry is a truly distributed process control system for paper
machines, where each microprocessor based module functions
as a unit by itself. These modules make the Sentry system so
flexible that they can be combined to form any size system. This
means comprehensive measurement and control systems for
any paper machine.

Sentrol computers have been communicating with other mill
computers since the early 1970's. Millwide communications is a
built-in ingredient of every Sentry system.

Wide choice of sensors
Sentrol has more sensors available than any other supplier -with

measurement technologies unique to us. For example, not one,
but four different technologies for moisture alone provide
optimum measurement for specific product applications.

Picture your process with Video GraphTm
While the operator's communications center is the most
advanced for total insight into the process - it's easy to use and
allows for fast, positive decision making. The new Process
Visibility Package offers more than just video displays. Sentry
300 SG offers pictorial displays of the process, graphic trends,
bar graphs, profiles, histograms, and many, many more. And
Sentry's color video presents them to you with double the display
resolution of other systems.

The new Sentry 300 SG also comes with the most flexible
software and the largest range of proven controls available.
From stock prep to final reel quality, Sentry 300 SG provides
basic, advanced, and optimization packages to make your
process more profitable. Sentrol is the pioneer of cross direction
control and has in excess of four years more experience than
any other supplier.

Sentry's distributed diagnostics run on-line, continuously
checking the health of each function of the system. The system's
distributed architecture ensures virtually 100% availability since
the system can never totally fail.

MIS to manage your process

Managers direct their operation effectively and most profitably
using Sentry's reports, detailing production efficiency, productivity,
energy and materials useage, with reel quality and summary
reports for each shift, day and grade.

Steam savings
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Sentrol's technological innovations lead to high returns on your investment

Sentry 200 Extended family of Sentry systems, increased user programmable furntions, nc
functions, first on-line selective ash analyzer and plastic coating sensor.

Mlcro-Cook Microprocessor based batch digester control system, effective alali analyzer.

SIM and Sentry 100 First completely distributed microprocessor based system, first online
diagnostics, 5-point sensor calibration, first stand-alone intelligent measurement system (SIN
extensive off-line diagnostic maintenance package.

System 7500 Expanded memory, high speed computer, high resolution colr video with distri
completely enclosed and environmentally protected sensors and scanners, interface to instru

Advanced Systems Batch digester control, coater control, user programmable (foreground -
system.

For over 30 years Sentrol products have been at the leading edge of paper machine measurement and control technology Sentrol has
a reputation for technologically innovative products-products which maximize the returns on your investment in process control.

Maximum Moisture Production Optimization
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Sentry 300 SG Operator Station
The Sentry 300 SG operator station makes it easier than ever
before to control your paper machine more precisely - and more
profitably.

The operator communicates with the Sentry 300 SG control
center in conversational language by using Sentry's Micro Touch
keyboard and the Operator Communication Line (OCL) on

the split screen video. Sentry
300 SG uses color coded
graphic displays to show data
from the process and to draw
immediate attention to
problem areas.

Conversational Operator
Communications Line
reduces the chance
of error

Sentry 300 SG provides a
unique, conversational and
interactive split-screen
display. Its Operator Com-
munications Line (OCL) allows
you to make control and
target changes - while
keeping your working display
on the video.

It talks in your language,
automatically training your
operators as it logically takes
each one step by step
through any control, calibra-
tion and display assignment
changes. With Sentry there's
no need to wait seconds for
an acknowledgement or
display update. Sentry's
color video takes just a frac-
tion of a second using its own
dedicated microprocessor.

Human-engineered operations center makes your
operator a part of the process

Sentry 300 SG's operations center uses the most advanced
human engineering concepts for the interface between man and
machine.

Sentry 300 SG uses a Micro-Touch keyboard with positive
action and instantaneous visual feedback. The keyboard is
functionally and logically organized so that it's easy to learn
and use.

Micro-Touch panels are completely sealed and thus ultra
reliable - unaffected by water and dust.

So many display pages

Sentry 300 SG has many different video display pages - in fact, it
has more display power than any other paper machine control
system. All displays provide the highest resolution of any system
with clear crisp color coded displays.

Each variety of video display reflects the needs of a specific
application. And each display page is customized to match the
design of your process. Any data and display the operator,

manager or engineer may need is immediately available from the
Sentry communications center by simply pushing a dedicated
display button.

Picture your process with Video GraphTm
Get instant visibility into your process with Sentrol's unique
customized color video graphics - pictures which show your
whole machine operation at a glance. The operator sees what is
actually happening everywhere at once with process values and
alarms updated in real time.

Advanced Color Graphic displays
There are many other standard displays that help the operator
run the machine.

The unique controller video display graphically simulates
process controller face-plates. This highly practical and attractive
feature is a key factor in Sentry 300 SG's high operator
acceptance.

There are many other displays for the operator such as
Sentry's profile, process, message, trend and histogram displays.

Independent sensor LED displays
Each operator station has an independent LED digital display
module showing three process variables. Because these digital
displays, as well as any chart recorders, are driven directly by
the sensor microprocessor, the operator maintains visibility into
his process at all times-even if the computer and video are off-
line. This feature guarantees an almost 100 percent availability of
the sensor measurements; and is only available with the truly
distributed architecture of Sentry.

Below: Sentry's unique OCL line guides you step-by-step when
making a control target change. To start, simply select any
variable (FFBW is feedforward basis weight). The conversational
screen then immediately displays the measured value and
current setpoint. Then enter in the new target value and, after
visually confirming the correct value, push the "enter" button to
actually change the operating target. All this is done without
disturbing the display being used on the main upper area of the
split-screen video.
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The leading edge of system technology
Sentry 300 SG is the most technologically advanced system
available for paper machine control. It is a truly distributed
process control system, in which microprocessor-based modules
function as units by themselves. They are connected to the main
computer with noise-immune, optically isolated, serial com-
munication lines- giving fast and reliable data transfer with a
minimum of cabling and installation costs.

The basic measurement building block of the Sentry 300 SG
system is the Sensor Control Module (SCM). Intelligent and totally
self-sufficient, it provides whatever the sensors and their scanner
need in the way of high speed signal processing, operation,
calibration, diagnostics and communications. The SCM even
drives several digital and analog displays directly and
independently of the main computer.

Sentry 300 SG leads the industry in computer speed
and power
Sentrol is recognized as having a very efficient software program
design. Efficient programming means high system performance
and a more reliable system requiring less hardware and software.

Sensor
Control
Module

Sentry 300 SG uses a high performance microprogrammed
computer with speed and power to spare. The computer is ultra
reliable with solid state error correction memory (EDAC). And it's
expandable to a million words of memory as your process or
your Sentry 300 SG expands.

Designed for reliability
Sentry 300 SG's reliable components will continue to perform
month after month in your process environment. Sentry 300 SG's
sensors and modules are designed to withstand the harsh
environmental conditions around paper machines. All electronic
modules and sensor heads are environmentally sealed and
protected.

Individual power conditioners protect and isolate sensitive
components from external power problems. And the optical isola-
tion of all intra-system digital links prevents any errors or break-
downs due to mill grounding or power deficiencies.

Process Control Sentry 300 SG
Module Computer

f:>T Operator
-Station

Sentry
Printer

Self-diagnostics for true mill self-maintenance
Sentry 300 SG's self-diagnostics package makes true mill self
maintenance a reality. Each microprocessor in the system
dedicates a part of its computing time to monitoring its own
integrity and the integrity of its sensors.

Sentry's on-line diagnostics run continuously in the back-
ground while the module is operating. Many faults or alarms -
previously requiring a specialized service technician - now
identify themselves with an alarm message on a video screen.
Once found, most faults are easily handled by simply replacing a
board.

The system diagnos-
tic message display
with its on-line diag-

nostic package
monitors the system's

health. More than
eight levels of hard-

ware diagnostics are
checked continuously
with over 30 diagnos-

tic tests performed on
each sensor.

When the on-line diagnostics have signalled a problem, the
technician can examine specific problem areas in more detail
while the rest of the system continues to function. He simply
connects the Sentry diagnostic terminal to a special test board in
the module to operate additional pre-programmed diagnostic
programs locally.

The process diagnos-
tic message display
monitors all process
status changes
including sheet break
alarms, process
measurement alarms,
process control
alarms and operator
set point changes.
Past performance is
documented by
printed hard copy
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Flexible and powerful controls
The final measure of a control system's justification is its return
on investment. Essential ingredients for getting the necessary
economic benefits are accurate and reliable measurement,
effective controls and a powerful user-configurable Data Base
acquisition system.

Sentry 300 SG provides a co-ordinated and comprehensive
library of paper machine controls addressing all your daily paper
making problems. You can select from the wide range of proven
Sentrol controls to configure the most cost effective control
system for your machine. For example: Sentrol pioneered C-D
calender stack control in 1972; and now over 50 systems are in
operation.

Flexible Data Base acquisition
Sentrol has used an advanced Data Base system for over ten
years. The highly structured and modular loop record structure
of Sentry 300 SG is the foundation of all data presentation and
control programs. Sentry's conversational, interactive OCL line
has direct access to the Data Base - making it easy to quickly
reassign and reconfigure displays and to modify control
strategies and tuning parameters.

Self documentation features support all these operations. They
provide a permanent record of all system operation and configu-
ration changes as well as changes to sensor calibrations and
control tuning parameters.
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TiO2. CaCO2, Clay
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Process operation and control tuning made easy
Sentrol's years of experience in all phases of pulp and paper
machine control has resulted in a system with many new and
innovative features and benefits.

Picture your whole machine at a glance Video GraphTM
gives instant visibility into your process- showing a picture of
your whole machine operation at a glance. Updated process
values and color coded alarms help the operator make fast and
confident decisions.

Video controllers - familiar to the operator The Sentry
300 SG color video provides a complete graphic simulation of
the controller face plates - the format that the operator is most
familiar with. Logical groupings of controllers are shown on
individual pages.

Video controllers
present all data

associated with a
control in the format
most familiar to the

operator.

Each video controller clearly shows not one but all the
associated values - ie. measured value, setpoint, and valve
position, and control and alarm status.

Rapid control tuning A special control tuning display and
interactive tuning procedures make control maintenance simple
and error free.

First you select the video tuning display which shows all the
tuning parameters for the loop. The conversational OCL line then
guides the engineer through each tuning step. The message log
provides a permanent record of all tuning parameter changes.

The control tuning
page with Sentry's
conversational OCL
line makes it easy to
tune the process. Your
process engineer can
be tuning the controls
while the computer
continues controlling
the process.
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Precision sensor
scanners
Precision by design rather than by compensation
Sentrol designs products with an inherent accuracy and stability.
We eliminate rather than compensate for effects that can
degrade performance. The stability of Sentry's Precision Sensor
Scanners ensure perfect cross-machine accuracy of all sensors.

The 'I" beams of the frame are enclosed in insulating shrouds
to maintain their temperature stability so they are unaffected by
heat from the paper sheet. Internal air purging fans maintain the
beams at a uniform temperature. The air purge also reduces
wear by eliminating dirt and dust.

Composition insensitive
Betameter's patented design makes it insensitive to additives
and fillers so that it can measure accurately from grade to
grade. This also makes it the ideal sensor for single and two-
sided coat weight applications.

Betameter is the leading sensor for all tissue and towelling
applications, because of its superior accuracy and temperature
stability, and its aerodynamically designed head contours that
keep dust build-up to a minimum.

Five-point automatic calibration A set of five internal
standards - matched to the actual range of measurement - is
used to totally calibrate the sensor This maintains accuracy by
eliminating the effects of source decay, atmospheric changes,
pitch build-up and coating build-up.

Accurate sensor measurements depend on critical alignment of
the sensor heads. With Sentrol's Precision Sensor Scanner, this
alignment remains stable under all environmental conditions and
in difficult locations on the paper machine - including under the
hood of a Yankee dryer

A family of
moisture sensors
We measure water directly
Sentrol's four patented moisture sensors use infrared and 22 GHz
microwave spectroscopic absorption techniques for moisture
measurement. Only these provide reliable and absolute measure-
ment of the moisture present by measuring water directly.
Sentrol does not use the conductivity and dielectric properties of
wet paper, which are severely affected by temperature, additives
and layering.

Many Inframike moisture sensors are in operation on a wide
range of paper products.

Weight sensors
Sentrol has a family of weight sensors- each providing accurate
measurements for specific applications.

From tissue and newsprint, through fine paper and paper-
board, to heavy boards and pulps - Betameter's® measurement
is absolute, it does not have to be calibrated when changing
grades.

Temperature stable
All internal airspaces are pressure sealed, thus eliminating the
major cause of errors due to temperature variations.
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Moisture means money. No matter what your paper product,
Sentrol will provide you with accurate moisture measurement
and control with the sensor matched to your application.

Backscatter
infrared for tissue, news-
print and fine and
specialty papers,

Single-sided
22.2 GHz for kraft and
fine papers, and bo4rd.

Dua componen

inrae for mut-rd

suited to your paper product. Uniform caliper gives improved
machine and coater efficiency and reduced losses in the con-
verting process. Accurate caliper profile measurement is part of
Sentry's cross-machine calender control.

Backtender's Friend controls reel building by controlling the
air showers on the calender stack. It's commonly accepted that
the calender air showers can be controlled to build the "perfect"
reel. The Backtender's Friend provides the ultimate feedback
directly from the reel itself because its measured profile reflects
all the mechanical properties of paper that affect reel building.

The patented sensor contains a small disc that contacts the
paper reel and rotates with it. It is designed so that it cannot
mark the paper, and will never cause a sheet break.

Backtender's Friend is a registered trademark of Consolidated-Bathurst Inc.
Sentrol Systems Ltd. and Sentrol Systems Inc. are licensed users of the term.

Paper quality
annal e keep

oucton on spec
Poly-Sensor® provides on-line measurement of both color and
brightness. It accurately measures the visual appearance
elements of color, shade, tint and brightness of any paper
product over the entire spectrum of color, including the
whiteness of all printing papers.

Poly-Ash® is the only on-line ash analyzer using a dual x-ray
geometry - thus providing not only a total ash measurement but
also individual measurements of titanium dioxide, calcium
carbonate and clay. It is the only sensor that can measure total
ash accurately when all three elements are in the sheet.Backtender's Friendo

and Calitel® for C-D
Calender Control
A family of five caliper sensors
Whether the application is tissue, newsprint, fine paper, coating
base stock, board or pulp, Sentrol has a caliper sensor ideally

The sensor and special traversing mechanism moves along a
compact "1" beam rail, well out of the way of papermaking
operations.

Left: Poly-Ash uses x-ray fluorescence to individually measure
titanium and calcium. Right: Poly-Sensor provides on-line color
and brightness measurement with the precision of a laboratory
photometer.

Sentrol offers an extensive line of paper quality analyzers.
Opacitel® provides stable transmission opacity measurements -

calibrated to TAPPI opacity. The very successful ULMA® fault
detector provides accurate data on hole, dirt and light spots in a
paper web. Sentrol is also the pioneer in providing on-line
scanning gloss measurements.
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Management information system
To manage your process profitably Sentry
provides current information that is accurate and
in the right format. Printed hard copy helps you
make the correct management decisions. It
provides a permanent record and allows you to
distribute data efficiently to where it's needed.

Sentry provides sensible and reliable presenta-
tion of video information and printed reports
customized to your exact needs.

Customized production data
Reel, grade, shift and daily summaries are
customized to provide you with relevant produc-
tion, machine, control and quality data.

With trend graphic displays and trend reports
you get instant analysis and records of process
conditions before, during and after paper breaks
or process upsets. Message displays and logs
help you diagnose process and equipment
problems and provide a permanent operating
record for management.
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At reel turn-up a Sentrol Reel Summary is automatically printed. It reports valuable
production data and statistics, essential paper quality information, as well as other
important machine and process parameters.

3. A bar graphic Speed/Draw and Break
Analysis Display highlights past and
current machine performance and pro-
duction efficiency for the operator and
management.

1. Trending the cross direction protile 2. I ne distribution histogram display gives
variations shows the operators whether a picture of paper quality and control per-
their efforts have improved C.D. control or formance. It provides important 2-sigma
if paper machine maintenance is required. statistics for the operator and engineer

4. Instantaneous energy consumption
reports help operators and managers
reduce energy usage.

5. Sentry 300 SG's cross direction control 6. The operator can display production
package reduces CD variability in log information on a customized video
minutes, display.
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